Group Work Assessment
You will need to fill in the back to receive a grade on your project. You should not feel obligated to share
your assessments of your group members with your group members. I’d prefer you didn’t because I’d like
your honest feedback and will be using the totals to assign final project grades to individual members.
Superficial
Involvement
(S=1)

Responsibility to
Group Meeting
Time and
Communications

Contribution to
Problem Solving
Process

Contribution to
the Successful
Completion of
the Project

Missed one or
more planned
meetings or was
late to or left
early from more
than one
meeting; didn’t
respond when
contacted by
other group
members

Does little to no
sharing of ideas
during group
work

Most often relies
on others to do
the work

Attitude or
Contribution to
actions
Group Dynamics
negatively
impact the group

Developing
(D=2)

Attended all
meetings, but
missed part of a
meeting (late or
left early) or
came distracted
and not ready to
work; sporadic
communication
with other group
members

Offers minimal
contribution or
information
which does not
pertain to the
problem or is off
topic

Contributes the
minimal
necessary to get
the project
completed

Attitude or
actions do not
negatively or
positively impact
the group

Accomplished
(A=3)

Exemplary
(E=4)

Attended all
meetings in their
entirety, arriving
ready to work;
kept lines of
communication
open

Attended all
meetings,
arrived on time
and ready to
work, staying on
task and helping
to keep the
group focused

Offers some
information or
suggestions for
exploring the
problem which
leads to
productive
discussion

Contributes fully
to the
completion of
the project

Attitude or
actions
positively impact
the group

Offers
information or
suggestions for
exploring the
problem that not
only leads to
productive
discussion, but
that also
enhances the
group members’
perspective of
the problem

Contribution
leads to the
excellence of
the final project
Attitude or
actions
positively impact
the group and
individuals
within the group

Group Work Assessment Work Sheet Submitted by:________________________
(Fill your name in here…)
Group projects require a commitment by all members of the group. As an individual in a group,
you have a responsibility to your group, but also a responsibility to find a different group if your
group doesn’t meet your needs.
List the names of the people you worked with on the rollercoaster project.





Use the Group Work Scoring Guide (on back) to assess your own group work
contributions.
Use the same scoring guide to assess your group mates, filling in the cells with the
numbers corresponding to the categories from the previous page 1=S, 2=D, 3=A, or 4=E
for each criteria. (This information will only be shared with others if there is evidence of a
pattern of problems, and will not be tied to any individual doing the assessment.)
Answer the questions that follow.

Names of each
group member:

Contribution Contribution to
Responsibility
to Problem the Successful
to Group
Solving
Completion of
Meeting Time
Process
the Project

Contribution
to Group
Dynamics

Total
each
row:

In general, how do you feel your group worked in completing the project?

List some specific actions YOU can do to enhance your group’s performance on a future project:

